The Great Southern Adventure

helicopter scenic flights

$ CONTACT US
FOR A PRICE

coming soon

45 minute flight | 45 minute Island tour and picnic hamper lunch | Town tour
Min 4 People
Fly into Albany from Perth to be met by our helicopter at the Albany airport.
Depart the Albany airport and enjoy a magical scenic flight to Discovery Bay.
Enjoy morning tea at the café before taking a tour of Whale World, the Wildlife
Park and the Botanical Gardens.
Jump back in the helicopter and depart Discovery Bay for another great scenic
flight to Breaksea Island. Enjoy a picnic hamper lunch in the old lighthouse keeper’s
cottage then a tour of the island and the lighthouse. Back in the helicopter for an
exhilarating scenic flight over King George Sound, Michaelmas Island, Emu Point,
Middleton Beach and the town of Albany.
Depart Discovery Bay with a local tour operator for a ground tour of Albany and
then some free time to explore Albany. Stay overnight in Albany or get dropped
back at the airport that afternoon for a flight to Perth.

Breaksea Island Nature Reserve
Breaksea Island is a spectacular coastal offshore island situated in King George
Sound, Albany. The island is a class ‘A’ nature reserve for the protection of plants
and animals. A lighthouse which was built on the island in 1858 now stands
in ruin. A new lighthouse was constructed in 1902 which still operates today,
along with a lighthouse keeper’s cottage and a second cottage built in 1908.
The Department of Parks and Wildlife and the Great Southern Development
Commission are undertaking a full restoration of the cottages to be available for
short accommodation stays in the near future.

Breaksea Island Overnight Adventure
Take one of our scenic flight options to Breaksea Island and
stay overnight in one of the lighthouse keepers’ cottages.

Weddings
Arriving at your wedding by helicopter is sure to be a memorable way to start
your new life together. Talk to us about planning your engagement proposal,
wedding day transfers for the bride, groom, family and guests and even your
honeymoon destination.

Albany
explore

& the Great Southern

Airpor t Transfers
Take the helicopter to or from Albany airport and your accommodation house.
Contact us for a price and to see if your accommodation house allows this.

Scenic Flight Bookings
Call 08 9844 4019
General charter Enquiries
Free Call 1800 SKYHOOK

Whaling Station, Discovery Bay

enquiries@skyhookhelicopters.com.au
www.skyhookhelicopters.com.au

www.skyhookhelicopters.com.au

Albany Harbour Snapshot

140

$

EA

10 minute flight
(For large groups, minimum numbers apply)
This flight is for people who are travelling with a large group that are limited for time.
Departing from the Old Whaling Station at Discovery Bay or the waterfront in
town this flight provides breathtaking views of Albany from above. Taking in such
sites as The South Passage, King George Sound, Middleton Beach, Emu point,
Quaranup, Brambles Beach and Goode Beach to name a few.

Bald Head

Breaksea Island Explorer
30 minute flight | 30 minute ground tour | Min 4 People

325

$

EA

Departing from the Old Whaling Station at Discovery Bay we fly out over Torndirrup
National Park and join the coast at the Natural Bridge. Flying along the coast we
pass the Gap, the Blowholes, Jimmy Newell Harbour and Bald Head. Crossing the
South Passage provides breathtaking views of King George Sound and Breaksea
Island. . After capturing stunning views of Breaksea from above we land next to the
lighthouse. Get out of the helicopter to enjoy a tour of the island, the lighthouse and
the lighthouse keepers’ cottages. After exploring Breaksea Island Nature Reserve it’s
back on the chopper for the next part of the adventure.
Taking off from Breaksea Island we fly out to view Michealmas Island, and then
cross King George Sound to join the coast at Nanarup Beach. We fly along Nanarup
Beach to Mt Taylor and continue coastal to Emu Point where Oyster Harbour comes
into view. We head along the very popular Middleton Beach, past the Old Forts and
the Anzac Interpretative Centre. Orbiting the city centre affords us great views of
Albany before flying over the yacht club and port facilities. We fly across Princess
Royal Harbour and along Goode Beach to finish your adventure with views of the Old
Whaling Station as we land at Discovery Bay.

Lunch with the Lighthouse Keeper $635

EA

1 hour flight | 45 minute ground tour and picnic hamper lunch | Min 4 People
This flight can be conducted without the lunch option at any time of day
Departing from the Old Whaling Station at Discovery Bay we fly out over Flinders
Peninsula and Bald Head. Flying across the South Passage provides breathtaking
views of King George Sound and Breaksea Island. After capturing stunning views
of Breaksea from above we land next to the lighthouse. Get out of the helicopter to
enjoy a tour of the island, the lighthouse and the lighthouse keepers’ cottages. Enjoy
a picnic hamper lunch in the old lighthouse keeper’s cottage, and learn about the
stories and lifestyles of the former Keepers. After exploring Breaksea Island Nature
Reserve it’s back on the chopper for the next part of the adventure.
Taking off from Breaksea Island we fly out to view Michaelmas Island, and cross
King George Sound to join the coast at Cape Vancouver. Here we fly over Two Peoples
Bay Nature Reserve and enjoy great views of Mt Gardiner and Two Peoples Bay.
Back along the coast and we fly along Nanarup Beach to Mt Taylor and then onto
Emu Point where Oyster Harbour comes into view. We head along the very popular
Middleton Beach and past the Old Forts and the Anzac Interpretative Centre. Orbiting
the city centre affords us great views of Albany before flying over the yacht club
and port facilities. Departing the city we fly to the west across the northern end of
Torndirrup National Park and join the coast at Torbay Inlet with a view of West Cape
Howe National Park and Torbay Head (the southernmost point of the WA mainland).
Magnificent beaches adorn this coastline and are sure to impress. As we fly back to
the southeast we are greeted by the rugged cliffs of Torndirrup National Park and
a bird’s eye view of the Albany Wind Farm. Along the coast past Sharp Point, the
Natural Bridge, the Gap, the Blowholes, and Jimmy Newell Harbour, we finish your
adventure with views of Goode Beach and the Old Whaling Station as we land at
Discovery Bay.

King George Sound Explorer

235

$

EA

20 minutes flight | Min 4 People
Departing from the Old Whaling Station at Discovery Bay we fly out over Flinders
Peninsula and Bald Head. Flying across the South Passage provides breathtaking
views of King George Sound and Breaksea Island. After capturing stunning views
of Breaksea from above we fly out to view Michealmas Island, and then cross King
George Sound to join the coast at Emu Point. Flying along the coast affords us
spectacular views of Middleton Beach and the town of Albany. We fly across Princess
Royal Harbour and along Goode Beach to finish your adventure with views of the Old
Whaling Station as we land at Discovery Bay.

Breaksea Island Huts

West Cape Howe Wine & Dine

490

$

EA

45 minute flight | 1-2 hr stopover at winery | Min 4 People
Lunch at passenger expense
Choice of Forest Hill, Castelli Estate and The Lakehouse Wineries or Boston Brewery
Take a spectacular flight along some of the most beautiful coastal scenery in
WA to a Denmark winery for wine tasting and lunch. Departing the Old Whaling
Station at Discovery Bay we fly along the coastline of Torndirrup National Park
past locations such as Jimmy Newell Harbour, the Blowholes, the Gap, the Natural
Bridge and Sharp Point. We are greeted by the rugged cliffs of Torndirrup National
Park and a bird’s eye view of the Albany Wind Farm. Flying along the rugged 700ft
cliffs of the Sandpatch we continue on to Mutton-bird Island. Magnificent beaches
adorn this coastline and are sure to impress as we soar above. On to West Cape
Howe National Park and around the incredibly rugged coastline of Torbay Head
which is the southernmost point of the WA mainland. Continuing further west we
view numerous isolated beaches such as Ocean Beach then we head over Wilson
Inlet and inland over the beautiful hills of Denmark before landing at a winery
or brewery. After an informative tour of the facility and a scrumptious lunch our
return flight takes us over the farming area between Denmark and Albany. As we
Cross Princess Royal Harbour we have views of the port and the city. We fly along
Goode Beach to finish your adventure with views of the Old Whaling Station as we
land at Discovery Bay.

Breaksea Island Naturalist
For the naturalists at heart that would like an extended stay on Breaksea Island,
any of our scenic flights can be modified to incorporate a long stay on the island.
Breaksea Island’s natural values are vast and include unique flora and flora. The
Little Penguin, Flesh Footed Shearwater and the Great Winged Petrel inhabit this
area along with many other species. Flora species such as Silver Cushion Bush and
the threatened Shore Spleenwort can be seen on the island also.

